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Epub free Dawn shadows of the void
space opera serial 3 (2023)
amanda s fight against the ancient ruinous powers comes to an end amanda s gambit paid
off but the crux are unleashed their vast armada descends upon the nexus rampaging
through human space burning entire planets to ashes amanda leads a small team against
them in a desperate attempt to end the war and save humanity as the murderous dragon
riders of the crux close in on earth amanda must make a final stand against creatures of
unimaginable power loyalties are tested friends pay the ultimate price and traitors are
revealed this war will change everything the galaxy will never be the same again as
amanda makes her final stand against the evil of the crux urban fantasy goes intergalactic
in this epic space fantasy that fans of warhammer 40k star wars and dune are sure to love
a brave starship crew are drawn into the schemes of interplanetary powers competing for
galactic domination in this epic space opera from the best selling strategic boardgame
twilight imperium captain felix duval and the crew of the temerarious quietly patrol a
remote mentak coalition colony system where nothing ever happens but when they answer
a distress call from a moon under attack that peaceful existence is torn apart they rescue
a scientist thales who s developing revolutionary technology to create new wormholes he
just needs a few things to make it fully operational and now ordered to aid the scientist
the temerarious is targeted by two rival black ops teams intent on reacquiring thales can
felix trust thales or is this a conspiracy to tip the balance of power in the galaxy forever
they didn t want the secret to preventing galactic war now only they can guard it when
newly unemployed dock worker salome jones inherits a near derelict spaceship from an
uncle she never heard of she thinks she finally has the key to freedom joining forces with
skyler rysen a charming rogue with an urgent if not exactly on the up and up cargo salome
and the crew of luminous void set out on their first mission unfortunately some things are
too good to be true unbeknownst to salome and company the ship has a bounty on it and a
secret hidden in its databanks that could start a galactic war and somebody wants that
secret badly enough to capture the ship and kill all her crew salome has no intention of
letting her faceless enemies get their hands on the secret but what can one small ship and
her ragtag crew do against all the forces arrayed against them the answer is whatever
they have to a galactic war star crossed lovers what could possibly wrong jas harrington
has risen from a lowly ensign to the rank of commander in the unity alliance which has
been at war with the shadows for the last five years but her rapid promotion means little
to jas she hasn t seen the love of her life for the duration of the war and she doesn t know
if he s dead or alive as the battle to decide the fate of the galaxy draws near jas readies
her starship the thylacine to play its part in defeating the enemy the fate of humanity and
galactic civilization hangs in the balance and she hopes that if the allies win the life she ll
lead afterward is worth fighting for shadow war is book ten and the final book in the fast
paced action packed shadows of the void space opera serial download your copy today
keywords genetic engineering fiction genes first contact war galactic empire post
apocalyptic space opera thriller suspense action fiction technothriller techno thriller
genocide rescue mission science fiction series thriller series battle internment alien
predator star book sifi books building empire syfy space opera books alien planet survival
galaxy s edge space warfare survivor alien world survive in space space galactic battle
space female fighter science fiction in the tradition of frank herbert lois mcmaster bujold
andre norton alastair reynolds and adrian tchaikovsky humanity is at war with invading
aliens and the battle s about to go galactic security chief jas harrington has exposed the
secret invasion of earth by hostile aliens called shadows she hopes the transgalactic
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council can come to earth s aid and she and her companions await the council s arrival at
ganymede outpost the galactic adventurers have with them the enigmatic organisms they
rescued from a military weapons research station on mars when the council members hear
jas story they realize that the stolen organisms may hold the secret to defeating the
shadows meanwhile in the deepest regions of the galaxy the shadow battle has begun jas
and her friends want to fight alongside their galactic allies even if it means parting
company jas enlists with the galactic fleet and is sent to serve aboard the space battleship
infineon as the battle rages it becomes clear that the allies face more threats than just the
enemy s ships shadow battle is book nine in the fast paced action packed shadows of the
void space opera serial download your copy today sign up for a free copy of the shadows of
the void prequel starbound at jj green s reader group jjgreenauthor com free books
keywords genetic engineering fiction genes first contact war galactic empire post
apocalyptic space opera thriller suspense action fiction technothriller techno thriller
genocide rescue mission science fiction series thriller series battle internment alien
predator star book sifi books building empire syfy space opera books alien planet survival
galaxy s edge space warfare survivor alien world survive in space space galactic battle
space female fighter science fiction in the tradition of frank herbert lois mcmaster bujold
andre norton alastair reynolds and adrian tchaikovsky how dark the void is an epic space
opera featuring a smuggler s race to survive as the world he s come to know collapses
around him the void that is what we call her she is cold and without emotion and does not
care if you live or die she is the space between systems without life and without a sun to
warm her she is dangerous but we accept the dangers in exchange for the freedom and
independence she offers the void was free of corporate involvement for the most part but
that was changing we felt it closing in on us jleal is a successful smuggler but his world is
thrown into chaos when the three corporations who rule the galaxy make peace amongst
themselves and send their fleets into the void to destroy the outlaw stations as the fleets
take out station after station jlaeal finds fewer places to run then he meets a diviian pirate
named renlii and though it s the worst of times to fall in love he finds himself questioning
everything he thought he knew about living in the void to further complicate matters a
mysterious hero named trask arrives with plans to save the stations but jlaeal and trask
have a dark past and jlaeal believes him to be just as dangerous as the corporations how
dark the void is a man s personal battle for freedom truth and love through this epic
journey we discover just how dark the void can be in the void shadows lurk waiting to
arise after surviving an attack by hostile aliens called shadows jas harrington and the crew
of the galatheahave made it back to earth there the lies of the ship s acting captain mean
that jas faces some hard questions from the committee investigating the attack but more
urgent problems become apparent things on earth have changed since jas went away
strange disappearances and odd behavior lead her to the question have shadows invaded
her home planet when the galathea s former navigator sayen lee investigates she s taken
hostage jas must fight to free her friend from her captors and find out what s been
happening on earth if her suspicions are correct all humanity is at risk shadowrise is book
four in the fast paced action packed shadows of the void space opera serial mars holds
secrets beyond the realms of the known universe ex starship security chief jas harrington
has been battling hostile aliens called shadows who are invading earth after finally
alerting the transgalactic council of earth s plight she has escaped aboard the starship
bricoleur in the brief respite from battle she and her companions must decide the best way
to continue the fight they travel to jas birthplace mars where she uncovers some
surprising facts about her past then in the midst of the declining colony world jas finds
something that might be the key to everything where the shadows come from how they
operate and how to defeat them the race is on to free the keepers of the secret knowledge
and enlist them in the desperate war to save the galaxy mars born is book eight in the fast
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paced action packed shadows of the void space opera serial download your copy today
there are whispers in the void they herald the coming void war eight millennia after
splitting the atom humanity s children spread to the stars and diverged evolutionarily a
sentient species divided the descendants of terra must now face the consequences a
reckoning of their own creation at the star city hav e na home to a billion people four of
them will face their moments of consequence where their actions will affect the fate of
billions terran naval academy professor jonn natans doesn t want to be a hero but is too
damn curious for his own good zaar first of the zenve tertiary fleet guards ancient secrets
leading his reclusive people onto the galactic stage vi the daughter and heir to the vi vian
matriarchy flees the power she was born to learning harsh lessons at the hands of an
unforgiving galaxy kryxa of the mesoa nel raa is striving to claw power for herself and her
fallen house by any means necessary four people with four different stories discover their
actions can alter the course of history and we come we come from far and wide we come
from above and below we come to save the galaxy the final three books of j j green s
shadows of the void space opera serial in one discounted bundle mars born the future of
the galaxy hangs in the balance as the shadows continue their invasion jas harrington has
escaped to the starship bricoleur in the brief respite from battle she must decide how best
to fight the shadows who kill and replace their victims along with her companions she
travels to her birthplace mars where she delves into her murky past and uncovers
surprising secrets in the midst of the declining colony world jas finds something that
might be the key to everything her discovery could explain where the shadows come from
how they operate and how to defeat them the race is on to free the keepers of the
knowledge and enlist them in the desperate war to save the galaxy shadow battle
humanity is at war with invading aliens and the battle s about to go galactic security chief
jas harrington has exposed the secret invasion of earth by hostile aliens called shadows
she hopes the transgalactic council can come to earth s aid and she and her companions
await the council s arrival at ganymede outpost the galactic adventurers have with them
the enigmatic organisms they rescued from a military weapons research station when the
council members hear jas story they realize that the stolen organisms may hold the secret
to defeating the shadows meanwhile in the deepest regions of the galaxy the shadow
battle has begun jas and her friends want to fight alongside their galactic allies even if it
means parting company jas enlists with the galactic fleet and is sent to serve aboard the
space battleship infineon as the battle rages it becomes clear that the allies face more
threats than just the enemy s ships shadow war a galactic war star crossed lovers what
could possibly go wrong jas harrington has risen from a lowly ensign to the rank of
commander in the unity alliance which has been at war with the shadows for the last five
years but her rapid promotion means little to jas she hasn t seen the love of her life for the
duration of the war and she doesn t know if he s dead or alive as the battle to decide the
fate of the galaxy draws near jas readies her starship the thylacine to play its part in
defeating the enemy the fate of humanity and galactic civilization hangs in the balance
and she hopes that if the allies win the life she ll lead afterward is worth fighting for
download your copy today the arthur c clarke award winning author of children of time
brings us the second novel in an extraordinary space opera trilogy about humanity on the
brink of extinction and how one man s discovery will save or destroy us all after eighty
years of fragile peace the architects are back wreaking havoc as they consume entire
planets in the past originator artefacts vestiges of a long vanished civilization could save a
world from annihilation this time the architects have discovered a way to circumvent these
protective relics suddenly no planet is safe facing impending extinction the human
colonies are in turmoil while some believe a unified front is the only way to stop the
architects others insist humanity should fight alone and there are those who would seek to
benefit from the fractured politics of war even as the architects loom ever closer idris who
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has spent decades running from the horrors of his past finds himself thrust back onto the
battlefront as an intermediary he could be one of the few to turn the tide of war with a
handful of allies he searches for a weapon that could push back the architects and save
the galaxy but to do so he must return to the nightmarish unspace where his mind was
broken and remade what idris discovers there will change everything a series of
unexplained events in space a confederation of planets and mysterious aliens that threaten
it an away team investigating a spaceship showing no signs of life a cloaking device using
sophisticated enemy technology sounds like an episode of star trek doesn t it the only
thing is vandals of the void was published 35 years before the first original star trek
episode was shown or is it more a precursor to star wars witness fiction s first
interplanetary space war where did these crested invaders come from and why were they
threatening to bring destruction to the three civilised planets in a breathless world of
space pirates and disintegrator rays interplanetary guard jack sanders discovers the
unexpected during a voyage to mars romance with the impressive alluring jansca dirka
and a war of the worlds vandals of the void is space opera on a grand scale peter f
hamilton s extraordinary far future epics recall the golden age of science fiction as
practiced by isaac asimov and robert heinlein nowhere is that legacy more in evidence
than in the void trilogy taking place twelve hundred years after the events of hamilton s
commonwealth novels the dreaming void the temporal void and the evolutionary void are
hamilton at his most ambitious and daringly imaginative and now all three are together for
the first time in this addictive ebook bundle contains an exhilarating preview of peter f
hamilton s highly anticipated novel the abyss beyond dreams set in the same universe as
the void trilogy the dreaming void the temporal void the evolutionary void the year is 3589
at the very heart of the galaxy is the void a self contained microuniverse that cannot be
stopped as it expands in all directions consuming everything in its path even the oldest
and most technologically advanced of the galaxy s sentient races the raiel do not know its
origin or its purpose then inigo an astrophysicist begins having vivid dreams inside the
void inigo sees paradise thanks to the gaiafield a neural entanglement wired into most
humans those dreams are shared by hundreds of millions and a religion the living dream is
born with inigo as its prophet but then he vanishes a new wave of dreams broadcast by an
unknown second dreamer serves as the impetus for a massive pilgrimage into the void
which could trigger an accelerated devourment phase that will swallow up thousands of
worlds thus begins a desperate race to find inigo and avert catastrophe praise for the void
trilogy the dreaming void peter f hamilton is the owner of the most powerful imagination
in science fiction author of immense complex far future sagas the dreaming void is his best
yet ken follett a real spellbinder from a master storyteller dozens of scenarios a
surprisingly well delineated cast of thousands plotting enough to delight the most
machiavellian of readers kirkus reviews starred review amazing storytelling hamilton is
the clear heir to heinlein in my view marc andreessen founder netscape the temporal void
fusing elements of hard sf with adventure fantasy tropes hamilton has singlehandedly
raised the bar for grand scale speculative storytelling publishers weekly a great sprawling
ripping yarn reminiscent of golden age science fiction sf crowsnest a gripping story with
the fates of two universes at stake sf site the evolutionary void satisfying and powerful
space opera doesn t get much more epic than peter f hamilton something proven in spades
in the evolutionary void sffworld spiced with plenty of action and intrigue san jose mercury
news the author s mastery of the art of the big story earns him a place among the leading
authors of dynastic sf library journal will their heart s desire doom a civilization the
bestselling void trilogy continues in the temporal void an astonishing and vast space opera
from peter f hamilton set in the world of the commonwealth the commonwealth is in
turmoil as a cult prepares for its pilgrimage into the void breaching its boundaries could
cause an irreparable rift in space yet these fanatics are unstoppable convinced by the void
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s projections of a paradise within an alien invasion fleet is also on the way as the oscien
empire attempts to take advantage of humanity s confusion investigator paula myo must
hunt the void s latest prophet in an attempt to stop her spreading its enticing visions and
at the heart of events is edeard the waterwalker who lived long ago within the void tales of
his glorious story inspired the pilgrimage but may yet expose the void s true nature the
temporal void is the second book in the void trilogy complete the epic adventure with the
evolutionary void dex hollister hunts relics in the accretion disk of a black hole aging
impoverished and suffering from a dry streak he sets his sights on the biggest score of all
a battleship from a long dead civilization dex makes the catch but his prize powers up and
pulls them both across the event horizon in this no man s land of time and space the
automated ships of two ancient civilizations still fight their war trapped beyond the point
of no return dex must use all his cunning to make his way back home written in the
trasition of ernest hemingway s the old man and the sea this story pits man against the
universe in a space opera setting corey j white s space opera voidwitch series continues
mars xi returns in void black shadow sequel to killing gravity mars xi is a living weapon a
genetically manipulated psychic supersoldier with a body count in the thousands and all
she wanted was to be left alone people who get involved with her get hurt whether by
mephisto by her psychic backlash or by her acid tongue it s not smart to get involved with
mars but that doesn t stop some people from trying the last time mephisto came for mars
they took one of her friends with them that was a mistake a force hasn t been invented
that can stop a voidwitch on a rampage and mars won t rest until she s settled her debts at
the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software
drm applied now a passenger on the wanderer ship gil struggles to comprehend its galaxy
spanning quest and her place amongst the stars she is helped by 998 the c autom
appointed by the craft lect as her guardian while it also deals with its own burgeoning
duties as quasi leader of its kind the ship s other recent passenger one oh an ancient bio
lect and assumed sole survivor of an ancient race has meanwhile retreated into self
imposed isolation although dark secrets about a terrible past threaten to be unleashed
minding its own business a data lect supervising one of the wanderer data exchange
portals is taken by surprise when a puzzling stranger makes an unexpected visit its absurd
claims of other realities can t possibly be true can they elsewhere paradise is tirelessly
tended to by its devoted workers keen to aid their forgetful creator in remembering vital
knowledge that was lost the gardens require a steady influx of new seedlings to continue
to flourish but a new arrival could jeopardise everything magic in space ever wondered
what happens to your favorite epic fantasy world when it finally discovers technology and
travels the stars ever wished the force was just a little more useful then this book is for
you razerian bartok or raze to his friends is an imperial mage prime one of the most
powerful individuals in empire and as far as humanity knows the universe exiled to serve
in a backwater expansion planet he dreams only of returning to civilization but with the
arrival of the first dragon humanity has encountered in living memory he finds himself in
the middle of a chain of events that will alter the course of humanity for generations to
come join raze in this the first book of a new space fantasy adventure trilogy that
combines the sense of wonder of epic fantasy with the star spanning excitement of space
opera who doesn t love science fiction with magic the future of the galaxy hangs in the
balance as the shadows continue their invasion jas harrington has escaped to the starship
bricoleur in the brief respite from battle she must decide how best to fight the shadows
who kill and replace their victims along with her companions she travels to her birthplace
mars where she delves into her murky past and uncovers surprising secrets in the midst of
the declining colony world jas finds something that might be the key to everything her
discovery could explain where the shadows come from how they operate and how to defeat
them the race is on to free the keepers of the knowledge and enlist them in the desperate
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war to save the galaxy mars born is book eight in the ten book shadows of the void space
opera serial the xaros drove humanity to the edge of extinction now an immense alien fleet
is on the way to earth to end the human race earth s defenses are in shambles the planet
needs time to ready for the next invasion time it doesn t have the xaros are en route to
earth and it will take a daring mission to buy earth the chance it needs to survive the next
attack while a fleet of brave men and women prepare to face down the xaros the
breitenfeld travels to an ancient world where the key to ultimate victory lies buried
beneath the crimes of the enigmatic malal what price must be paid to secure the aide of
this evil being the fate of the earth rests with the battle of the void captain lana fiveworlds
has three ghastly problems 1 her beloved crewman calder durk s gone missing 2 she now
has a daughter to bring up on the rickety free trader ship gravity rose 3 said daughter s
from a parallel dimension and that s only the start of her strangeness meanwhile
commander adella vega of the alliance navy aka hell fleet also has three dire headaches 1
she s stuck at the dog end of the galaxy on punishment duty with the fleet s losers thieves
and pedantic pen pushers 2 large portions of her sector just went dark 3 something big
bad and particularly nasty is now heading her way both their troubles are about to collide
and multiply in the most horrific manner since the vela supernova remnant detonated
sometimes the future s so bright you better bring lead lined shades and a rail cannon or
three because earth s best space opera series just met the page turning universe of
military science fiction about the book hell fleet is the 5th book in sliding void series it s a
completely stand alone adventure not directly linked to the first four books about the
author stephen hunt is the creator of the much loved far called fantasy series gollancz
hachette as well as the jackelian series published across the world via harpercollins
alongside their other fantasy authors george r r martin j r r tolkien raymond e feist and c s
lewis reviews praise for stephen hunt s novels mr hunt takes off at racing speed the wall
street journal hunt s imagination is probably visible from space he scatters concepts that
other writers would mine for a trilogy like chocolate bar wrappers tom holt all manner of
bizarre and fantastical extravagance daily mail compulsive reading for all ages guardian
studded with invention the independent to say this book is action packed is almost an
understatement a wonderful escapist yarn interzone hunt has packed the story full of
intriguing gimmicks affecting and original publishers weekly a rip roaring indiana jones
style adventure rt book reviews a curious part future blend kirkus reviews an inventive
ambitious work full of wonders and marvels the times hunt knows what his audience like
and gives it to them with a sardonic wit and carefully developed tension time out a ripping
yarn the story pounds along constant inventiveness keeps the reader hooked the finale is a
cracking succession of cliffhangers and surprise comebacks great fun sfx magazine put on
your seatbelts for a frenetic cat and mouse encounter an exciting tale sf revu format full
novel a stand alone adventure book 1 sliding void book 2 transference station book 3 red
sun bleeding book 4 anomalous thrust book 5 hell fleet age advisory age 13 mild violence
and language read this book if you like these authors douglas adams neal asher iain m
banks jack campbell david drake orson scott card james s a corey evan currie peter f
hamilton ric locke sliding void book 1 of the sliding void science fiction series description
captain lana fiveworlds has a hell of a lot of problems she s sliding void in an ageing seven
hundred year old space ship scrabbling around the edges of civilised space trying to find a
cargo lucrative enough to pay her bills without proving so risky that it ll kill her she s got
an alien religious freak for a navigator an untrustworthy android for a first mate a
disgraced lizard for a trade negotiator and a deserter from the fleet acting as her chief
engineer and that was well before an ex crewman turns up wanting lana to rescue a
barbarian prince from a long failed colony world unfortunately for lana the problems she
doesn t know about are even more dangerous in fact they just might be enough to destroy
lana s rickety but much loved vessel the gravity rose and jettison her and her crew into the
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void without a spacesuit but there s one thing you can never tell an independent space
trader that s the odds about the author stephen hunt is the creator of the much loved far
called fantasy series gollancz hachette as well as the jackelian series published across the
world via harpercollins alongside their other best selling fantasy authors george r r martin
j r r tolkien raymond e feist and c s lewis reviews praise for stephen hunt s novels mr hunt
takes off at racing speed the wall street journal hunt s imagination is probably visible from
space he scatters concepts that other writers would mine for a trilogy like chocolate bar
wrappers tom holt all manner of bizarre and fantastical extravagance daily mail
compulsive reading for all ages guardian studded with invention the independent to say
this book is action packed is almost an understatement a wonderful escapist yarn
interzone hunt has packed the story full of intriguing gimmicks affecting and original
publishers weekly a rip roaring indiana jones style adventure rt book reviews a curious
part future blend kirkus reviews an inventive ambitious work full of wonders and marvels
the times hunt knows what his audience like and gives it to them with a sardonic wit and
carefully developed tension time out a ripping yarn the story pounds along constant
inventiveness keeps the reader hooked the finale is a cracking succession of cliffhangers
and surprise comebacks great fun sfx magazine put on your seatbelts for a frenetic cat and
mouse encounter an exciting tale sf revu readers will be entertained and captivated
booklist format novella part 1 of a continuing linked series the series so far part 1 sliding
void part 2 transference station part 3 red sun bleeding also available as a combined
omnibus edition void all the way down age advisory age 13 mild violence and language
read this book if you like these authors douglas adams neal asher iain m banks jack
campbell david drake orson scott card james s a corey evan currie peter f hamilton ric
locke dan simmons charles stross david weber genres science fiction space opera
adventure scifi in the void the shadows lurk waiting to arise jas harrington and the crew of
the galathea have made it back to earth now they face an investigation into the shadow
attack on the ship and the infiltration of the colony world of dawn they find that things
have changed since they went away strange disappearances and odd behavior lead them
to the question have the shadows invaded their home planet when the former navigator
sayen lee investigates she s taken hostage can jas get her back and can they find out what
s been happening on earth before more lives are lost shadowrise is book four in the fast
paced action packed shadows of the void space opera serial a dark secret a deadly shadow
a false dawn under orders from earth s global government the crew of the galathea set out
for the colony world of dawn where the hostile aliens that infested their ship can be rooted
out jas harrington learns the aliens are called shadows and that there has been a
conspiracy of silence surrounding the threat they pose to the galaxy she also finds that
there s more to dawn than meets the eye on the new world she discovers the horrible
truth of what the shadows do to victims caught in their traps she discovers what dawn s
inhabitants are hiding she discovers that the planet s security has been penetrated as the
shadows draw near jas battles desperately to free the people of dawn from their dark
secrets if she doesn t succeed no one can survive dawn is book three in the fast paced
action packed shadows of the void space opera serial blast off into adventure with psychic
powers half human revolutions haunted luxury spaceships murderous sentient robots and
genetic experiments check out excerpts from five short works that will be lighting up the
stars in summer 2017 starfire a red peace by spencer ellsworth the ghost line by andrew
neil gray and j s herbison acadie by dave hutchinson all systems red by martha wells and
killing gravity by corey j white at the publisher s request this title is being sold without
digital rights management software drm applied flying at the helm of a powerful battle
cruiser former pirate catarina vargus leads a collection of colonists miners engineers and
navy personnel to establish an outpost far beyond the frontier the royal navy needs a
forward operating base in their war against the alien race known as apex who has vowed
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to exterminate all sentient life in the quarter catarina s expedition soon draws the
attention of scandian marauders driven from their home worlds by plague and war in
search of plunder enraged by the intrusion into their territory and greedy to seize her fleet
and supplies they mount a fleet of star wolves to destroy her base before it can get a
toehold the first book of the new sci fi trilogy by wall street journal bestselling author
michael wallace queen of the void is an exciting space opera for both new readers and
fans of the bestselling starship blackbeard universe alike will they find the utopian dream
or a galactic nightmare from peter f hamilton the dreaming void is the first in an epic
space opera trilogy set in his expansive commonwealth universe it is perfect for fans of
iain m banks and stephen baxter ad 3580 the commonwealth has spread its civilization
throughout the galaxy its citizens are privileged and protected by a powerful navy and at
the galaxy s centre is the void a sealed universe created by aliens billions of years ago yet
the void isn t inert it s expanding and now it wants to make contact the void chooses inigo
as its conduit and he channels dreams of a simpler better life within its bounds his visions
attract followers determined to seek this utopia and they ll cross the void s forbidden
boundaries to reach it however this act could trigger push it to grow beyond all control
destroying everything in its path the dreaming void is followed by the temporal void in this
stunning trilogy by peter f hamilton this galactic sized episode is the thrilling conclusion to
aerodance season one four all four episodes check out the season one bundle now
available inspired by episodic stories like cowboy bebop and firefly aerodance a neon
space opera follows a hotshot starfighter recruit an independent freighter captain a lost
space marine and a disgraced intelligence agent as they grapple with a sudden attack
from anarchists hiding beyond the fringes of the net south gate anchorage is a near
lawless enclave floating among the stars dense with gangs crime and the machinations of
a profit hungry consortium south gate is the last place netspace forces would choose for
safe harbor with the dragosa in critical need of repair tyto mira and the rest of the ship s
crew have no choice but to land in the void walled city with a blank stretch of time and
nowhere else to go the crew grapples with their inner demons and the traumas of their
pasts but they will not have long to wallow for south gate can be an unwelcoming place to
newcomers and the dreadnought empiricism still reigns supreme amongst the stars new
york times bestseller discover the origins of the jedi order as a lone je daii ranger fights to
save their ancient homeworld tython from disaster on the planet tython the ancient je daii
order was founded and at the feet of its wise masters lanoree brock learned the mysteries
and methods of the force and found her calling as one of its most powerful disciples but as
strongly as the force flowed within lanoree and her parents it remained absent in her
brother who grew to despise and shun the je daii and whose training in its ancient ways
ended in tragedy now from her solitary life as a ranger keeping order across the galaxy
lanoree has been summoned by the je daii council on a matter of utmost urgency the
leader of a fanatical cult obsessed with traveling beyond the reaches of known space is
bent on opening a cosmic gateway using dreaded dark matter as the key risking a
cataclysmic reaction that will consume the entire star system but more shocking to
lanoree than even the prospect of total galactic annihilation is the decision of her je daii
masters to task her with the mission of preventing it until a staggering revelation makes
clear why she was chosen the brilliant dangerous madman she must track down and stop
at any cost is the brother whose death she has long grieved and whose life she must now
fear mehr als 3 000 sternensysteme werden von menschen besiedelt auf hunderten
bekannten welten existiert nichtmenschliches leben doch nur ein wesen behauptet aus
dem unzugänglichen teil der galaxis zu stammen mitten aus dem auge der leere void void
ist ein individuum mit verborgenen talenten und speziellen bedürfnissen sowohl was
seinen lebensstil als auch seinen metabolismus angeht das ist aber nur einer der gründe
warum er sich in einem intergalaktischen hochsicherheitsgefängnis befindet als aelianus
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das inoffizielle oberhaupt der organisation oculus von einer bedrohung galaktischen
ausmaßes erfährt erkennt er dass nur eine ganz spezielle fähigkeit das schlimmste
verhindern kann doch dies bedeutet mit dem gefährlichsten verbrecher der galaxis
gemeinsame sache zu machen a remote planet rich in resources a drug addicted captain
hungry for bonuses a hidden alien menace growing up as a martian on earth has left jas
harrington solitary quick tempered and with zero tolerance for fools all plus points when
working as chief security officer aboard prospecting starships jas latest berth is aboard
the galathea which trawls the reaches of the galaxy seeking precious minerals and rare
resources she thinks it s a routine trip she s wrong an inspection of a far flung planet
leaves jas suspicious that there s more to the place than meets the eye if only she could
convince the captain of the need for caution but she might as well wish for a tasty meal in
the ship s canteen when the captain disciplines jas for insubordination she has only two
allies a timid navigator and the second pilot who has the hots for her not that jas notices
all hell breaks loose and jas skills are put to the ultimate test can she enlist the help of the
only two friends she has she s in a race against time to prevent the aliens from achieving
their goal generation if she fails the ship s crew the galactic empire and humanity itself
are at risk sign up for a free copy of the shadows of the void prequel starbound at jj green
s reader group jjgreenauthor com kickass scifi heroine begins her journey to the stars jas
harrington is the sole survivor of humanity s worst colony disaster after growing up in
institutions on mars and earth jas travels to antarctica to train as a deep space security
operative all she wants is to graduate college and leave her past behind but it isn t long
before she faces familiar prejudice against martian colonists for once fighting her way out
of her problems isn t an option until it is starbound is the prequel to the fast paced action
packed shadows of the void space opera series the first story in the universe spanning
mortal passage trilogy challenged to write a hard sf story set in a real universe where
humanity faces every challenge the speed of light can t be broken life is rare in the
universe and the earth is hit hard by disaster after disaster the author of the
metamorphosis of prime intellect dreamed up this story around 5 500 words this is one of
three stories previously available to read online but now you can enjoy it freshly
reformatted for your favorite device note this story is also collected in the mortal passage
trilogy search terms include space exploration transhumanism post singularity hard
science fiction sci fi interstellar and breaking the speed of light an alien disease a cryptic
bloodline an ancient feud between worlds well it s nothing a little swagger can t handle
damian riddle s sick of bouncing around the known galaxy in search of a cure for the alien
disease that s been plaguing him for months he hasn t felt up to robbing a single pirate
ship or breaking into any cartel supply stashes it s inconvenient at best also he s got a
feeling the illness just might be fatal the only solution to start searching the unknown
galaxy for a cure and damian knows how to do it but when a nosy reporter stows away in
his smuggling compartment throwing off his calculations the ship slingshots them both to
an unknown location where political maneuvering is the status quo and sinister mysteries
cast shadows over the crystalline beauty of the alien city if damian can t figure out where
the heck they are and whether these aliens can help him with a cure his ailment is sure to
kill him and with his symptoms growing worse he fears the fallout may not be contained to
one man as the leaving dream pilgrims speed towards the void they could find their long
awaited utopia or cause the end of everything the evolutionary void is the epic conclusion
to the void trilogy set in the commonwealth universe follow the high stakes adventures of
a necromancer on the hunt for redemption and a fresh start with this character driven
power fantasy book series from space fantasy author morgan biscup to lead others he
must first embrace who he was and what he must become after the turncoat armada s
surrender void necromancer shane lawrence is left with a military command he never
sought and a space fleet without a sanctuary at risk of retribution from both the planet
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they tried to conquer and their vengeful former allies the military fleet s only hope lies
with shane s ability to find them a new home he sets his sights on the uninhabited planet
tr 75 but there s a catch planet tr 75 is claimed by the planet herself janikk the lone
surviving soul of an ancient civilization whispers her name on the winds and commands
the wildlife to repel intruders to secure a future for his fleet shane must do more than use
his necromancy to communicate with the long dead he must win the favor of janikk s
ancient guardian face the ghosts of his past and his need for redemption and earn the
approval of a planet that is anything but empty spirits of the relentless is the second book
in the mordena dawn space opera power fantasy series following single father shane
lawrence and his found family s high stakes adventures in the vazdimet universe meet the
founders of the costly mordena mercenaries and join their rise from military deserters to
ferocious and effective defenders of the independent freehold planets when powerful
galactic empires seek to devour innocents whole there s no hired force better prepared to
stand against them kickass sci fi heroine versus deadly aliens growing up as a martian on
earth has left jas harrington solitary quick tempered and with zero tolerance for fools all
plus points when working as chief security officer aboard prospecting starships jas latest
berth is aboard the galathea which trawls the reaches of the galaxy seeking precious
minerals and rare resources she thinks it s a routine trip she s wrong an inspection of a far
flung planet leaves jas suspicious that there s more to the place than meets the eye if only
she could convince the captain of the need for caution but she might as well wish for a
tasty meal in the ship s canteen when the captain disciplines jas for insubordination she
has only two allies a timid navigator and the second pilot who has the hots for her not that
jas notices all hell breaks loose and jas skills are put to the ultimate test can she enlist the
help of the only two friends she has she s in a race against time to prevent the aliens from
achieving their goal generation if she fails the ship s crew the galactic empire and
humanity itself are at risk the galathea chronicles is books one to three in the fast paced
action packed shadows of the void space opera complete series millenia ago the earth was
cut off from galactic magi society but an intergalactic evil has returned and she might be
our only hope amanda s personal mission to protect an unaware humanity from the terrors
in the shadows takes on a new dimension when earth is attacked void dragons from deep
space lay waste to new york with humanity under threat amanda travels beyond the solar
system to ensure the safety of her home planet on distant worlds she finds the nexus an
uneasy alliance of ancient magi dynasties who have little respect for terran magi amanda
must face assassination treachery and powerful new enemies if she s to prevail in her fight
and protect earth urban fantasy goes intergalactic in this epic space fantasy that fans of
warhammer 40k star wars and dune are sure to love from writer ryan o sullivan turncoat
the evil within warhammer 40 000 and illustrator plaid klaus turncoat comes the story of
ana and gabe the last two humans left alive in the galaxy they re low on fuel they re low on
food and they re low on psychedelic space froot but they re still determined to make it to
the promised land hippy paradise super planet euphoria this is the story of their journey
the friends and enemies they made along the way and how the universe responded to
those who dared to live freely within it ñbeautiful drugged and hilarious sci fi from an
alternate universe where the only captain america anyone cares about is the one in easy
rider î kieron gillen the wicked the divine star wars darth vader collects void trip 1 5
chronicles of the cosmic void the reluctant traveler by richard w pfeffer chronicles of the
cosmic void the reluctant traveler begins with the abduction of a party of roman soldiers
by belligerent alien beings centuries later the us air force after noticing a pattern of
mysterious abductions and the detection of an anomalous signal deep within our solar
system launches a program of deep space exploration to uncover a horrifying truth that we
are not alone in this universe and are far from being the dominant species recruited by the
us air force and persuaded to join the covert top secret program a romantic couple of
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young scientists doctor ryan williams and doctor rebecca lang learn that they are part of a
crew that might be humanity s last hope of survival when they discover two warring alien
races one a benevolent species and the other hostile to the human race intent on its
subjugation and destruction written to inspire interest in science fiction and astronomy
the book is an adventurous tale of hope compassion and camaraderie dedicated to the
premise that no matter where you are in life or what challenges life might bring it s love
that gives us the strength to tolerate and overcome all obstacles however insurmountable
they might seem
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Void Magi 2024-05-23
amanda s fight against the ancient ruinous powers comes to an end amanda s gambit paid
off but the crux are unleashed their vast armada descends upon the nexus rampaging
through human space burning entire planets to ashes amanda leads a small team against
them in a desperate attempt to end the war and save humanity as the murderous dragon
riders of the crux close in on earth amanda must make a final stand against creatures of
unimaginable power loyalties are tested friends pay the ultimate price and traitors are
revealed this war will change everything the galaxy will never be the same again as
amanda makes her final stand against the evil of the crux urban fantasy goes intergalactic
in this epic space fantasy that fans of warhammer 40k star wars and dune are sure to love

The Fractured Void 2020-11-03
a brave starship crew are drawn into the schemes of interplanetary powers competing for
galactic domination in this epic space opera from the best selling strategic boardgame
twilight imperium captain felix duval and the crew of the temerarious quietly patrol a
remote mentak coalition colony system where nothing ever happens but when they answer
a distress call from a moon under attack that peaceful existence is torn apart they rescue
a scientist thales who s developing revolutionary technology to create new wormholes he
just needs a few things to make it fully operational and now ordered to aid the scientist
the temerarious is targeted by two rival black ops teams intent on reacquiring thales can
felix trust thales or is this a conspiracy to tip the balance of power in the galaxy forever

Luminous Void 2023-10-31
they didn t want the secret to preventing galactic war now only they can guard it when
newly unemployed dock worker salome jones inherits a near derelict spaceship from an
uncle she never heard of she thinks she finally has the key to freedom joining forces with
skyler rysen a charming rogue with an urgent if not exactly on the up and up cargo salome
and the crew of luminous void set out on their first mission unfortunately some things are
too good to be true unbeknownst to salome and company the ship has a bounty on it and a
secret hidden in its databanks that could start a galactic war and somebody wants that
secret badly enough to capture the ship and kill all her crew salome has no intention of
letting her faceless enemies get their hands on the secret but what can one small ship and
her ragtag crew do against all the forces arrayed against them the answer is whatever
they have to

Shadow War 2018-04-26
a galactic war star crossed lovers what could possibly wrong jas harrington has risen from
a lowly ensign to the rank of commander in the unity alliance which has been at war with
the shadows for the last five years but her rapid promotion means little to jas she hasn t
seen the love of her life for the duration of the war and she doesn t know if he s dead or
alive as the battle to decide the fate of the galaxy draws near jas readies her starship the
thylacine to play its part in defeating the enemy the fate of humanity and galactic
civilization hangs in the balance and she hopes that if the allies win the life she ll lead
afterward is worth fighting for shadow war is book ten and the final book in the fast paced
action packed shadows of the void space opera serial download your copy today keywords
genetic engineering fiction genes first contact war galactic empire post apocalyptic space
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opera thriller suspense action fiction technothriller techno thriller genocide rescue
mission science fiction series thriller series battle internment alien predator star book sifi
books building empire syfy space opera books alien planet survival galaxy s edge space
warfare survivor alien world survive in space space galactic battle space female fighter
science fiction in the tradition of frank herbert lois mcmaster bujold andre norton alastair
reynolds and adrian tchaikovsky

Shadow Battle 2018-04-27
humanity is at war with invading aliens and the battle s about to go galactic security chief
jas harrington has exposed the secret invasion of earth by hostile aliens called shadows
she hopes the transgalactic council can come to earth s aid and she and her companions
await the council s arrival at ganymede outpost the galactic adventurers have with them
the enigmatic organisms they rescued from a military weapons research station on mars
when the council members hear jas story they realize that the stolen organisms may hold
the secret to defeating the shadows meanwhile in the deepest regions of the galaxy the
shadow battle has begun jas and her friends want to fight alongside their galactic allies
even if it means parting company jas enlists with the galactic fleet and is sent to serve
aboard the space battleship infineon as the battle rages it becomes clear that the allies
face more threats than just the enemy s ships shadow battle is book nine in the fast paced
action packed shadows of the void space opera serial download your copy today sign up
for a free copy of the shadows of the void prequel starbound at jj green s reader group
jjgreenauthor com free books keywords genetic engineering fiction genes first contact war
galactic empire post apocalyptic space opera thriller suspense action fiction technothriller
techno thriller genocide rescue mission science fiction series thriller series battle
internment alien predator star book sifi books building empire syfy space opera books
alien planet survival galaxy s edge space warfare survivor alien world survive in space
space galactic battle space female fighter science fiction in the tradition of frank herbert
lois mcmaster bujold andre norton alastair reynolds and adrian tchaikovsky

How Dark the Void 2020-09-29
how dark the void is an epic space opera featuring a smuggler s race to survive as the
world he s come to know collapses around him the void that is what we call her she is cold
and without emotion and does not care if you live or die she is the space between systems
without life and without a sun to warm her she is dangerous but we accept the dangers in
exchange for the freedom and independence she offers the void was free of corporate
involvement for the most part but that was changing we felt it closing in on us jleal is a
successful smuggler but his world is thrown into chaos when the three corporations who
rule the galaxy make peace amongst themselves and send their fleets into the void to
destroy the outlaw stations as the fleets take out station after station jlaeal finds fewer
places to run then he meets a diviian pirate named renlii and though it s the worst of times
to fall in love he finds himself questioning everything he thought he knew about living in
the void to further complicate matters a mysterious hero named trask arrives with plans to
save the stations but jlaeal and trask have a dark past and jlaeal believes him to be just as
dangerous as the corporations how dark the void is a man s personal battle for freedom
truth and love through this epic journey we discover just how dark the void can be
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Shadowrise 2017-12-01
in the void shadows lurk waiting to arise after surviving an attack by hostile aliens called
shadows jas harrington and the crew of the galatheahave made it back to earth there the
lies of the ship s acting captain mean that jas faces some hard questions from the
committee investigating the attack but more urgent problems become apparent things on
earth have changed since jas went away strange disappearances and odd behavior lead
her to the question have shadows invaded her home planet when the galathea s former
navigator sayen lee investigates she s taken hostage jas must fight to free her friend from
her captors and find out what s been happening on earth if her suspicions are correct all
humanity is at risk shadowrise is book four in the fast paced action packed shadows of the
void space opera serial

Mars Born 2018-04-23
mars holds secrets beyond the realms of the known universe ex starship security chief jas
harrington has been battling hostile aliens called shadows who are invading earth after
finally alerting the transgalactic council of earth s plight she has escaped aboard the
starship bricoleur in the brief respite from battle she and her companions must decide the
best way to continue the fight they travel to jas birthplace mars where she uncovers some
surprising facts about her past then in the midst of the declining colony world jas finds
something that might be the key to everything where the shadows come from how they
operate and how to defeat them the race is on to free the keepers of the secret knowledge
and enlist them in the desperate war to save the galaxy mars born is book eight in the fast
paced action packed shadows of the void space opera serial download your copy today

Whispers in the Void (Descendants of Terra Book 1)
2018-12-22
there are whispers in the void they herald the coming void war eight millennia after
splitting the atom humanity s children spread to the stars and diverged evolutionarily a
sentient species divided the descendants of terra must now face the consequences a
reckoning of their own creation at the star city hav e na home to a billion people four of
them will face their moments of consequence where their actions will affect the fate of
billions terran naval academy professor jonn natans doesn t want to be a hero but is too
damn curious for his own good zaar first of the zenve tertiary fleet guards ancient secrets
leading his reclusive people onto the galactic stage vi the daughter and heir to the vi vian
matriarchy flees the power she was born to learning harsh lessons at the hands of an
unforgiving galaxy kryxa of the mesoa nel raa is striving to claw power for herself and her
fallen house by any means necessary four people with four different stories discover their
actions can alter the course of history and we come we come from far and wide we come
from above and below we come to save the galaxy

The Galactic Chronicles 2018-04-28
the final three books of j j green s shadows of the void space opera serial in one
discounted bundle mars born the future of the galaxy hangs in the balance as the shadows
continue their invasion jas harrington has escaped to the starship bricoleur in the brief
respite from battle she must decide how best to fight the shadows who kill and replace
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their victims along with her companions she travels to her birthplace mars where she
delves into her murky past and uncovers surprising secrets in the midst of the declining
colony world jas finds something that might be the key to everything her discovery could
explain where the shadows come from how they operate and how to defeat them the race
is on to free the keepers of the knowledge and enlist them in the desperate war to save the
galaxy shadow battle humanity is at war with invading aliens and the battle s about to go
galactic security chief jas harrington has exposed the secret invasion of earth by hostile
aliens called shadows she hopes the transgalactic council can come to earth s aid and she
and her companions await the council s arrival at ganymede outpost the galactic
adventurers have with them the enigmatic organisms they rescued from a military
weapons research station when the council members hear jas story they realize that the
stolen organisms may hold the secret to defeating the shadows meanwhile in the deepest
regions of the galaxy the shadow battle has begun jas and her friends want to fight
alongside their galactic allies even if it means parting company jas enlists with the galactic
fleet and is sent to serve aboard the space battleship infineon as the battle rages it
becomes clear that the allies face more threats than just the enemy s ships shadow war a
galactic war star crossed lovers what could possibly go wrong jas harrington has risen
from a lowly ensign to the rank of commander in the unity alliance which has been at war
with the shadows for the last five years but her rapid promotion means little to jas she
hasn t seen the love of her life for the duration of the war and she doesn t know if he s
dead or alive as the battle to decide the fate of the galaxy draws near jas readies her
starship the thylacine to play its part in defeating the enemy the fate of humanity and
galactic civilization hangs in the balance and she hopes that if the allies win the life she ll
lead afterward is worth fighting for download your copy today

Eyes of the Void 2022-05-03
the arthur c clarke award winning author of children of time brings us the second novel in
an extraordinary space opera trilogy about humanity on the brink of extinction and how
one man s discovery will save or destroy us all after eighty years of fragile peace the
architects are back wreaking havoc as they consume entire planets in the past originator
artefacts vestiges of a long vanished civilization could save a world from annihilation this
time the architects have discovered a way to circumvent these protective relics suddenly
no planet is safe facing impending extinction the human colonies are in turmoil while some
believe a unified front is the only way to stop the architects others insist humanity should
fight alone and there are those who would seek to benefit from the fractured politics of
war even as the architects loom ever closer idris who has spent decades running from the
horrors of his past finds himself thrust back onto the battlefront as an intermediary he
could be one of the few to turn the tide of war with a handful of allies he searches for a
weapon that could push back the architects and save the galaxy but to do so he must
return to the nightmarish unspace where his mind was broken and remade what idris
discovers there will change everything

Vandals of the Void 2010
a series of unexplained events in space a confederation of planets and mysterious aliens
that threaten it an away team investigating a spaceship showing no signs of life a cloaking
device using sophisticated enemy technology sounds like an episode of star trek doesn t it
the only thing is vandals of the void was published 35 years before the first original star
trek episode was shown or is it more a precursor to star wars witness fiction s first
interplanetary space war where did these crested invaders come from and why were they
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threatening to bring destruction to the three civilised planets in a breathless world of
space pirates and disintegrator rays interplanetary guard jack sanders discovers the
unexpected during a voyage to mars romance with the impressive alluring jansca dirka
and a war of the worlds vandals of the void is space opera on a grand scale

The Void Trilogy 3-Book Bundle 2014-08-19
peter f hamilton s extraordinary far future epics recall the golden age of science fiction as
practiced by isaac asimov and robert heinlein nowhere is that legacy more in evidence
than in the void trilogy taking place twelve hundred years after the events of hamilton s
commonwealth novels the dreaming void the temporal void and the evolutionary void are
hamilton at his most ambitious and daringly imaginative and now all three are together for
the first time in this addictive ebook bundle contains an exhilarating preview of peter f
hamilton s highly anticipated novel the abyss beyond dreams set in the same universe as
the void trilogy the dreaming void the temporal void the evolutionary void the year is 3589
at the very heart of the galaxy is the void a self contained microuniverse that cannot be
stopped as it expands in all directions consuming everything in its path even the oldest
and most technologically advanced of the galaxy s sentient races the raiel do not know its
origin or its purpose then inigo an astrophysicist begins having vivid dreams inside the
void inigo sees paradise thanks to the gaiafield a neural entanglement wired into most
humans those dreams are shared by hundreds of millions and a religion the living dream is
born with inigo as its prophet but then he vanishes a new wave of dreams broadcast by an
unknown second dreamer serves as the impetus for a massive pilgrimage into the void
which could trigger an accelerated devourment phase that will swallow up thousands of
worlds thus begins a desperate race to find inigo and avert catastrophe praise for the void
trilogy the dreaming void peter f hamilton is the owner of the most powerful imagination
in science fiction author of immense complex far future sagas the dreaming void is his best
yet ken follett a real spellbinder from a master storyteller dozens of scenarios a
surprisingly well delineated cast of thousands plotting enough to delight the most
machiavellian of readers kirkus reviews starred review amazing storytelling hamilton is
the clear heir to heinlein in my view marc andreessen founder netscape the temporal void
fusing elements of hard sf with adventure fantasy tropes hamilton has singlehandedly
raised the bar for grand scale speculative storytelling publishers weekly a great sprawling
ripping yarn reminiscent of golden age science fiction sf crowsnest a gripping story with
the fates of two universes at stake sf site the evolutionary void satisfying and powerful
space opera doesn t get much more epic than peter f hamilton something proven in spades
in the evolutionary void sffworld spiced with plenty of action and intrigue san jose mercury
news the author s mastery of the art of the big story earns him a place among the leading
authors of dynastic sf library journal

The Temporal Void 2009-08-19
will their heart s desire doom a civilization the bestselling void trilogy continues in the
temporal void an astonishing and vast space opera from peter f hamilton set in the world
of the commonwealth the commonwealth is in turmoil as a cult prepares for its pilgrimage
into the void breaching its boundaries could cause an irreparable rift in space yet these
fanatics are unstoppable convinced by the void s projections of a paradise within an alien
invasion fleet is also on the way as the oscien empire attempts to take advantage of
humanity s confusion investigator paula myo must hunt the void s latest prophet in an
attempt to stop her spreading its enticing visions and at the heart of events is edeard the
waterwalker who lived long ago within the void tales of his glorious story inspired the
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pilgrimage but may yet expose the void s true nature the temporal void is the second book
in the void trilogy complete the epic adventure with the evolutionary void

The Old Man and the Void 2020-03-17
dex hollister hunts relics in the accretion disk of a black hole aging impoverished and
suffering from a dry streak he sets his sights on the biggest score of all a battleship from a
long dead civilization dex makes the catch but his prize powers up and pulls them both
across the event horizon in this no man s land of time and space the automated ships of
two ancient civilizations still fight their war trapped beyond the point of no return dex
must use all his cunning to make his way back home written in the trasition of ernest
hemingway s the old man and the sea this story pits man against the universe in a space
opera setting

Void Black Shadow 2018-03-27
corey j white s space opera voidwitch series continues mars xi returns in void black
shadow sequel to killing gravity mars xi is a living weapon a genetically manipulated
psychic supersoldier with a body count in the thousands and all she wanted was to be left
alone people who get involved with her get hurt whether by mephisto by her psychic
backlash or by her acid tongue it s not smart to get involved with mars but that doesn t
stop some people from trying the last time mephisto came for mars they took one of her
friends with them that was a mistake a force hasn t been invented that can stop a
voidwitch on a rampage and mars won t rest until she s settled her debts at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Searching the Void 2018-04-21
now a passenger on the wanderer ship gil struggles to comprehend its galaxy spanning
quest and her place amongst the stars she is helped by 998 the c autom appointed by the
craft lect as her guardian while it also deals with its own burgeoning duties as quasi
leader of its kind the ship s other recent passenger one oh an ancient bio lect and assumed
sole survivor of an ancient race has meanwhile retreated into self imposed isolation
although dark secrets about a terrible past threaten to be unleashed minding its own
business a data lect supervising one of the wanderer data exchange portals is taken by
surprise when a puzzling stranger makes an unexpected visit its absurd claims of other
realities can t possibly be true can they elsewhere paradise is tirelessly tended to by its
devoted workers keen to aid their forgetful creator in remembering vital knowledge that
was lost the gardens require a steady influx of new seedlings to continue to flourish but a
new arrival could jeopardise everything

Void Mage: A Space Fantasy Adventure 2020-02-06
magic in space ever wondered what happens to your favorite epic fantasy world when it
finally discovers technology and travels the stars ever wished the force was just a little
more useful then this book is for you razerian bartok or raze to his friends is an imperial
mage prime one of the most powerful individuals in empire and as far as humanity knows
the universe exiled to serve in a backwater expansion planet he dreams only of returning
to civilization but with the arrival of the first dragon humanity has encountered in living
memory he finds himself in the middle of a chain of events that will alter the course of
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humanity for generations to come join raze in this the first book of a new space fantasy
adventure trilogy that combines the sense of wonder of epic fantasy with the star spanning
excitement of space opera who doesn t love science fiction with magic

Mars Born 2018-01-27
the future of the galaxy hangs in the balance as the shadows continue their invasion jas
harrington has escaped to the starship bricoleur in the brief respite from battle she must
decide how best to fight the shadows who kill and replace their victims along with her
companions she travels to her birthplace mars where she delves into her murky past and
uncovers surprising secrets in the midst of the declining colony world jas finds something
that might be the key to everything her discovery could explain where the shadows come
from how they operate and how to defeat them the race is on to free the keepers of the
knowledge and enlist them in the desperate war to save the galaxy mars born is book eight
in the ten book shadows of the void space opera serial

The Battle of the Void 2016-06-04
the xaros drove humanity to the edge of extinction now an immense alien fleet is on the
way to earth to end the human race earth s defenses are in shambles the planet needs
time to ready for the next invasion time it doesn t have the xaros are en route to earth and
it will take a daring mission to buy earth the chance it needs to survive the next attack
while a fleet of brave men and women prepare to face down the xaros the breitenfeld
travels to an ancient world where the key to ultimate victory lies buried beneath the
crimes of the enigmatic malal what price must be paid to secure the aide of this evil being
the fate of the earth rests with the battle of the void

Hell Fleet: a Science Fiction Adventure of Fire and
Blood and Fury 2018-12-04
captain lana fiveworlds has three ghastly problems 1 her beloved crewman calder durk s
gone missing 2 she now has a daughter to bring up on the rickety free trader ship gravity
rose 3 said daughter s from a parallel dimension and that s only the start of her
strangeness meanwhile commander adella vega of the alliance navy aka hell fleet also has
three dire headaches 1 she s stuck at the dog end of the galaxy on punishment duty with
the fleet s losers thieves and pedantic pen pushers 2 large portions of her sector just went
dark 3 something big bad and particularly nasty is now heading her way both their
troubles are about to collide and multiply in the most horrific manner since the vela
supernova remnant detonated sometimes the future s so bright you better bring lead lined
shades and a rail cannon or three because earth s best space opera series just met the
page turning universe of military science fiction about the book hell fleet is the 5th book in
sliding void series it s a completely stand alone adventure not directly linked to the first
four books about the author stephen hunt is the creator of the much loved far called
fantasy series gollancz hachette as well as the jackelian series published across the world
via harpercollins alongside their other fantasy authors george r r martin j r r tolkien
raymond e feist and c s lewis reviews praise for stephen hunt s novels mr hunt takes off at
racing speed the wall street journal hunt s imagination is probably visible from space he
scatters concepts that other writers would mine for a trilogy like chocolate bar wrappers
tom holt all manner of bizarre and fantastical extravagance daily mail compulsive reading
for all ages guardian studded with invention the independent to say this book is action
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packed is almost an understatement a wonderful escapist yarn interzone hunt has packed
the story full of intriguing gimmicks affecting and original publishers weekly a rip roaring
indiana jones style adventure rt book reviews a curious part future blend kirkus reviews
an inventive ambitious work full of wonders and marvels the times hunt knows what his
audience like and gives it to them with a sardonic wit and carefully developed tension time
out a ripping yarn the story pounds along constant inventiveness keeps the reader hooked
the finale is a cracking succession of cliffhangers and surprise comebacks great fun sfx
magazine put on your seatbelts for a frenetic cat and mouse encounter an exciting tale sf
revu format full novel a stand alone adventure book 1 sliding void book 2 transference
station book 3 red sun bleeding book 4 anomalous thrust book 5 hell fleet age advisory age
13 mild violence and language read this book if you like these authors douglas adams neal
asher iain m banks jack campbell david drake orson scott card james s a corey evan currie
peter f hamilton ric locke

Sliding Void 2011-10-11
sliding void book 1 of the sliding void science fiction series description captain lana
fiveworlds has a hell of a lot of problems she s sliding void in an ageing seven hundred
year old space ship scrabbling around the edges of civilised space trying to find a cargo
lucrative enough to pay her bills without proving so risky that it ll kill her she s got an
alien religious freak for a navigator an untrustworthy android for a first mate a disgraced
lizard for a trade negotiator and a deserter from the fleet acting as her chief engineer and
that was well before an ex crewman turns up wanting lana to rescue a barbarian prince
from a long failed colony world unfortunately for lana the problems she doesn t know
about are even more dangerous in fact they just might be enough to destroy lana s rickety
but much loved vessel the gravity rose and jettison her and her crew into the void without
a spacesuit but there s one thing you can never tell an independent space trader that s the
odds about the author stephen hunt is the creator of the much loved far called fantasy
series gollancz hachette as well as the jackelian series published across the world via
harpercollins alongside their other best selling fantasy authors george r r martin j r r
tolkien raymond e feist and c s lewis reviews praise for stephen hunt s novels mr hunt
takes off at racing speed the wall street journal hunt s imagination is probably visible from
space he scatters concepts that other writers would mine for a trilogy like chocolate bar
wrappers tom holt all manner of bizarre and fantastical extravagance daily mail
compulsive reading for all ages guardian studded with invention the independent to say
this book is action packed is almost an understatement a wonderful escapist yarn
interzone hunt has packed the story full of intriguing gimmicks affecting and original
publishers weekly a rip roaring indiana jones style adventure rt book reviews a curious
part future blend kirkus reviews an inventive ambitious work full of wonders and marvels
the times hunt knows what his audience like and gives it to them with a sardonic wit and
carefully developed tension time out a ripping yarn the story pounds along constant
inventiveness keeps the reader hooked the finale is a cracking succession of cliffhangers
and surprise comebacks great fun sfx magazine put on your seatbelts for a frenetic cat and
mouse encounter an exciting tale sf revu readers will be entertained and captivated
booklist format novella part 1 of a continuing linked series the series so far part 1 sliding
void part 2 transference station part 3 red sun bleeding also available as a combined
omnibus edition void all the way down age advisory age 13 mild violence and language
read this book if you like these authors douglas adams neal asher iain m banks jack
campbell david drake orson scott card james s a corey evan currie peter f hamilton ric
locke dan simmons charles stross david weber genres science fiction space opera
adventure scifi
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Shadowrise 2017-12
in the void the shadows lurk waiting to arise jas harrington and the crew of the galathea
have made it back to earth now they face an investigation into the shadow attack on the
ship and the infiltration of the colony world of dawn they find that things have changed
since they went away strange disappearances and odd behavior lead them to the question
have the shadows invaded their home planet when the former navigator sayen lee
investigates she s taken hostage can jas get her back and can they find out what s been
happening on earth before more lives are lost shadowrise is book four in the fast paced
action packed shadows of the void space opera serial

Dawn 2017-12-18
a dark secret a deadly shadow a false dawn under orders from earth s global government
the crew of the galathea set out for the colony world of dawn where the hostile aliens that
infested their ship can be rooted out jas harrington learns the aliens are called shadows
and that there has been a conspiracy of silence surrounding the threat they pose to the
galaxy she also finds that there s more to dawn than meets the eye on the new world she
discovers the horrible truth of what the shadows do to victims caught in their traps she
discovers what dawn s inhabitants are hiding she discovers that the planet s security has
been penetrated as the shadows draw near jas battles desperately to free the people of
dawn from their dark secrets if she doesn t succeed no one can survive dawn is book three
in the fast paced action packed shadows of the void space opera serial

Tor.com Publishing's Summer of Space Opera Sampler
2017-05-16
blast off into adventure with psychic powers half human revolutions haunted luxury
spaceships murderous sentient robots and genetic experiments check out excerpts from
five short works that will be lighting up the stars in summer 2017 starfire a red peace by
spencer ellsworth the ghost line by andrew neil gray and j s herbison acadie by dave
hutchinson all systems red by martha wells and killing gravity by corey j white at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm
applied

Queen of the Void 2016-10-03
flying at the helm of a powerful battle cruiser former pirate catarina vargus leads a
collection of colonists miners engineers and navy personnel to establish an outpost far
beyond the frontier the royal navy needs a forward operating base in their war against the
alien race known as apex who has vowed to exterminate all sentient life in the quarter
catarina s expedition soon draws the attention of scandian marauders driven from their
home worlds by plague and war in search of plunder enraged by the intrusion into their
territory and greedy to seize her fleet and supplies they mount a fleet of star wolves to
destroy her base before it can get a toehold the first book of the new sci fi trilogy by wall
street journal bestselling author michael wallace queen of the void is an exciting space
opera for both new readers and fans of the bestselling starship blackbeard universe alike
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The Dreaming Void 2008-09-04
will they find the utopian dream or a galactic nightmare from peter f hamilton the
dreaming void is the first in an epic space opera trilogy set in his expansive
commonwealth universe it is perfect for fans of iain m banks and stephen baxter ad 3580
the commonwealth has spread its civilization throughout the galaxy its citizens are
privileged and protected by a powerful navy and at the galaxy s centre is the void a sealed
universe created by aliens billions of years ago yet the void isn t inert it s expanding and
now it wants to make contact the void chooses inigo as its conduit and he channels dreams
of a simpler better life within its bounds his visions attract followers determined to seek
this utopia and they ll cross the void s forbidden boundaries to reach it however this act
could trigger push it to grow beyond all control destroying everything in its path the
dreaming void is followed by the temporal void in this stunning trilogy by peter f hamilton

Aerodance 2018-10-16
this galactic sized episode is the thrilling conclusion to aerodance season one four all four
episodes check out the season one bundle now available inspired by episodic stories like
cowboy bebop and firefly aerodance a neon space opera follows a hotshot starfighter
recruit an independent freighter captain a lost space marine and a disgraced intelligence
agent as they grapple with a sudden attack from anarchists hiding beyond the fringes of
the net south gate anchorage is a near lawless enclave floating among the stars dense
with gangs crime and the machinations of a profit hungry consortium south gate is the last
place netspace forces would choose for safe harbor with the dragosa in critical need of
repair tyto mira and the rest of the ship s crew have no choice but to land in the void
walled city with a blank stretch of time and nowhere else to go the crew grapples with
their inner demons and the traumas of their pasts but they will not have long to wallow for
south gate can be an unwelcoming place to newcomers and the dreadnought empiricism
still reigns supreme amongst the stars

Into the Void: Star Wars Legends (Dawn of the Jedi)
2013-05-07
new york times bestseller discover the origins of the jedi order as a lone je daii ranger
fights to save their ancient homeworld tython from disaster on the planet tython the
ancient je daii order was founded and at the feet of its wise masters lanoree brock learned
the mysteries and methods of the force and found her calling as one of its most powerful
disciples but as strongly as the force flowed within lanoree and her parents it remained
absent in her brother who grew to despise and shun the je daii and whose training in its
ancient ways ended in tragedy now from her solitary life as a ranger keeping order across
the galaxy lanoree has been summoned by the je daii council on a matter of utmost
urgency the leader of a fanatical cult obsessed with traveling beyond the reaches of known
space is bent on opening a cosmic gateway using dreaded dark matter as the key risking a
cataclysmic reaction that will consume the entire star system but more shocking to
lanoree than even the prospect of total galactic annihilation is the decision of her je daii
masters to task her with the mission of preventing it until a staggering revelation makes
clear why she was chosen the brilliant dangerous madman she must track down and stop
at any cost is the brother whose death she has long grieved and whose life she must now
fear
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Im Auge der Leere 2023-08-09
mehr als 3 000 sternensysteme werden von menschen besiedelt auf hunderten bekannten
welten existiert nichtmenschliches leben doch nur ein wesen behauptet aus dem
unzugänglichen teil der galaxis zu stammen mitten aus dem auge der leere void void ist
ein individuum mit verborgenen talenten und speziellen bedürfnissen sowohl was seinen
lebensstil als auch seinen metabolismus angeht das ist aber nur einer der gründe warum
er sich in einem intergalaktischen hochsicherheitsgefängnis befindet als aelianus das
inoffizielle oberhaupt der organisation oculus von einer bedrohung galaktischen ausmaßes
erfährt erkennt er dass nur eine ganz spezielle fähigkeit das schlimmste verhindern kann
doch dies bedeutet mit dem gefährlichsten verbrecher der galaxis gemeinsame sache zu
machen

Generation 2020-02-16
a remote planet rich in resources a drug addicted captain hungry for bonuses a hidden
alien menace growing up as a martian on earth has left jas harrington solitary quick
tempered and with zero tolerance for fools all plus points when working as chief security
officer aboard prospecting starships jas latest berth is aboard the galathea which trawls
the reaches of the galaxy seeking precious minerals and rare resources she thinks it s a
routine trip she s wrong an inspection of a far flung planet leaves jas suspicious that there
s more to the place than meets the eye if only she could convince the captain of the need
for caution but she might as well wish for a tasty meal in the ship s canteen when the
captain disciplines jas for insubordination she has only two allies a timid navigator and the
second pilot who has the hots for her not that jas notices all hell breaks loose and jas skills
are put to the ultimate test can she enlist the help of the only two friends she has she s in
a race against time to prevent the aliens from achieving their goal generation if she fails
the ship s crew the galactic empire and humanity itself are at risk sign up for a free copy
of the shadows of the void prequel starbound at jj green s reader group jjgreenauthor com

Starbound 2021-06-13
kickass scifi heroine begins her journey to the stars jas harrington is the sole survivor of
humanity s worst colony disaster after growing up in institutions on mars and earth jas
travels to antarctica to train as a deep space security operative all she wants is to
graduate college and leave her past behind but it isn t long before she faces familiar
prejudice against martian colonists for once fighting her way out of her problems isn t an
option until it is starbound is the prequel to the fast paced action packed shadows of the
void space opera series

Passages in the Void 2018-09-09
the first story in the universe spanning mortal passage trilogy challenged to write a hard
sf story set in a real universe where humanity faces every challenge the speed of light can
t be broken life is rare in the universe and the earth is hit hard by disaster after disaster
the author of the metamorphosis of prime intellect dreamed up this story around 5 500
words this is one of three stories previously available to read online but now you can enjoy
it freshly reformatted for your favorite device note this story is also collected in the mortal
passage trilogy search terms include space exploration transhumanism post singularity
hard science fiction sci fi interstellar and breaking the speed of light
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Claim the Void 2023-11-14
an alien disease a cryptic bloodline an ancient feud between worlds well it s nothing a
little swagger can t handle damian riddle s sick of bouncing around the known galaxy in
search of a cure for the alien disease that s been plaguing him for months he hasn t felt up
to robbing a single pirate ship or breaking into any cartel supply stashes it s inconvenient
at best also he s got a feeling the illness just might be fatal the only solution to start
searching the unknown galaxy for a cure and damian knows how to do it but when a nosy
reporter stows away in his smuggling compartment throwing off his calculations the ship
slingshots them both to an unknown location where political maneuvering is the status quo
and sinister mysteries cast shadows over the crystalline beauty of the alien city if damian
can t figure out where the heck they are and whether these aliens can help him with a
cure his ailment is sure to kill him and with his symptoms growing worse he fears the
fallout may not be contained to one man

The Evolutionary Void: the Void Trilogy 3 2021-08-05
as the leaving dream pilgrims speed towards the void they could find their long awaited
utopia or cause the end of everything the evolutionary void is the epic conclusion to the
void trilogy set in the commonwealth universe

Spirits of the Relentless: A Science Fantasy Space
Opera 2024-05-21
follow the high stakes adventures of a necromancer on the hunt for redemption and a
fresh start with this character driven power fantasy book series from space fantasy author
morgan biscup to lead others he must first embrace who he was and what he must become
after the turncoat armada s surrender void necromancer shane lawrence is left with a
military command he never sought and a space fleet without a sanctuary at risk of
retribution from both the planet they tried to conquer and their vengeful former allies the
military fleet s only hope lies with shane s ability to find them a new home he sets his
sights on the uninhabited planet tr 75 but there s a catch planet tr 75 is claimed by the
planet herself janikk the lone surviving soul of an ancient civilization whispers her name
on the winds and commands the wildlife to repel intruders to secure a future for his fleet
shane must do more than use his necromancy to communicate with the long dead he must
win the favor of janikk s ancient guardian face the ghosts of his past and his need for
redemption and earn the approval of a planet that is anything but empty spirits of the
relentless is the second book in the mordena dawn space opera power fantasy series
following single father shane lawrence and his found family s high stakes adventures in
the vazdimet universe meet the founders of the costly mordena mercenaries and join their
rise from military deserters to ferocious and effective defenders of the independent
freehold planets when powerful galactic empires seek to devour innocents whole there s
no hired force better prepared to stand against them

The Galathea Chronicles 2020-01-11
kickass sci fi heroine versus deadly aliens growing up as a martian on earth has left jas
harrington solitary quick tempered and with zero tolerance for fools all plus points when
working as chief security officer aboard prospecting starships jas latest berth is aboard
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the galathea which trawls the reaches of the galaxy seeking precious minerals and rare
resources she thinks it s a routine trip she s wrong an inspection of a far flung planet
leaves jas suspicious that there s more to the place than meets the eye if only she could
convince the captain of the need for caution but she might as well wish for a tasty meal in
the ship s canteen when the captain disciplines jas for insubordination she has only two
allies a timid navigator and the second pilot who has the hots for her not that jas notices
all hell breaks loose and jas skills are put to the ultimate test can she enlist the help of the
only two friends she has she s in a race against time to prevent the aliens from achieving
their goal generation if she fails the ship s crew the galactic empire and humanity itself
are at risk the galathea chronicles is books one to three in the fast paced action packed
shadows of the void space opera complete series

Star Magi 2024-05-23
millenia ago the earth was cut off from galactic magi society but an intergalactic evil has
returned and she might be our only hope amanda s personal mission to protect an
unaware humanity from the terrors in the shadows takes on a new dimension when earth
is attacked void dragons from deep space lay waste to new york with humanity under
threat amanda travels beyond the solar system to ensure the safety of her home planet on
distant worlds she finds the nexus an uneasy alliance of ancient magi dynasties who have
little respect for terran magi amanda must face assassination treachery and powerful new
enemies if she s to prevail in her fight and protect earth urban fantasy goes intergalactic
in this epic space fantasy that fans of warhammer 40k star wars and dune are sure to love

Void Trip 2018-05-30
from writer ryan o sullivan turncoat the evil within warhammer 40 000 and illustrator
plaid klaus turncoat comes the story of ana and gabe the last two humans left alive in the
galaxy they re low on fuel they re low on food and they re low on psychedelic space froot
but they re still determined to make it to the promised land hippy paradise super planet
euphoria this is the story of their journey the friends and enemies they made along the
way and how the universe responded to those who dared to live freely within it ñbeautiful
drugged and hilarious sci fi from an alternate universe where the only captain america
anyone cares about is the one in easy rider î kieron gillen the wicked the divine star wars
darth vader collects void trip 1 5

Chronicles of the Cosmic Void 2020-05-21
chronicles of the cosmic void the reluctant traveler by richard w pfeffer chronicles of the
cosmic void the reluctant traveler begins with the abduction of a party of roman soldiers
by belligerent alien beings centuries later the us air force after noticing a pattern of
mysterious abductions and the detection of an anomalous signal deep within our solar
system launches a program of deep space exploration to uncover a horrifying truth that we
are not alone in this universe and are far from being the dominant species recruited by the
us air force and persuaded to join the covert top secret program a romantic couple of
young scientists doctor ryan williams and doctor rebecca lang learn that they are part of a
crew that might be humanity s last hope of survival when they discover two warring alien
races one a benevolent species and the other hostile to the human race intent on its
subjugation and destruction written to inspire interest in science fiction and astronomy
the book is an adventurous tale of hope compassion and camaraderie dedicated to the
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premise that no matter where you are in life or what challenges life might bring it s love
that gives us the strength to tolerate and overcome all obstacles however insurmountable
they might seem
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